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Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison

ORA-IP: Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison Project
by GSOP and GODAE Ocean View

•
•
•
•

Objectives:
To quantify signal/noise from Ensemble.
To gain insight into ocean variability and trends
To identify current system deficiencies, and to measure progress.
To exploit existing multi-ORA ensemble for real-time ocean monitoring
for climate indicators
for model validation
for initialization of coupled models

 Members: 6 observation only products, 13 low resolution models, 8 high
resolution models, 4 coupled DA products.
 Summary Paper: Balmaseda et al. 2015, J. Op. Oceanogr.
 Special Issue in Climate Dynamics
 Data Archive (with version control)
 ICDC (Integrated Climate Data Center; University of Hamburg)
http://icdc.zmaw.de/1/daten/reanalysis-ocean/oraip.html
 CREATE-ORA (registered in NASA CDS as potential ocean reference for the
validation of CMIP coupled models in a common grid.)

ORA-IP Special Issue
in Climate Dynamics
-Some Learnt Lessons-

700-3000m OHC trend (1997-2009)

 Ensemble mean: the most reliable estimate
 Ensemble spread: measure of uncertainty
 Well constrained:
Temperature variability upper 300m Sea Level
Total Steric Height
Sea Ice Edge
Mixed layer depth

 Poorly constrained:
Deep ocean (below 1000m):
lack of deep ocean obs -ocean model (vertical mixing)-spin up - assimilation method.
AMOC: assimilation method (especially at Equator)
Steric Height Partition (Halo-Thermo) and depth range contribution
- assimilation method (especially assimilation of altimeter)
Salinity: lack of SSS and salinity obs before Argo – PmE and ocen v mixing- assimilation methods
Surface Heat Fluxes:
model error (WBC, v-mixing, bulk formulation)-assimilation method
Sea Ice Thickness: Observations, assimilation methods.

Activities Relevant to ORA-IP


Intercomparison in CMEMS
The Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) collects global
and regional ocean reanalysis. Ensemble means and spreads are evaluated.

Investigating consistency of eddypermitting reanalyses in MyOcean
(Masina et al., 2015).
・Contribution of DA to the energy
・Consistency in the trends and
variability in the upper ocean.



Polar ORA-IP by EOST-COST
Assessment of ORAs in polar region.
Using ORA-IP data archive in ICDC, but a couple of ORAs are updated.



GODAE Ocean View Intercomparison and Validation Task Team
Real-time assessments of operational ocean products.
(Regional products are generally assessed.)



Real-Time Multi ORA (for operational global systems. I will explain later.)

Assimilative Simulation submitted to CORE-II
 CLIVAR SSG recommended collaboration between OMDP and GSOP for the
assessment of ocean models and data assimilation systems.
 JMA/MRI conducted free and assimilation runs (MRI-F and –A) with a common
model and submitted to CORE-II. MRI-A is also submitted to ORA-IP as MOVECORE. (CORE-II and ORA-IP have a common member!!)
 We appreciate people who analyzed our data, as well as coauthors and reviewers.
It would be nice if the data contribute to improve understanding between models
and assimilations.
 MRI-A is (and generally DA products are) not always close to data due to the
discrepancy between data and model physics.
 The collaboration is further progressed by Karspeck et al. (2016).

Comparison of AMOC transport at 26.5N in CORE-II (Danabasoglu el al. 2016). Larger variation of MRI-A
may reflect the observation status in the Nordic Sea (Fujii et al. 2016). See also Karspeck et al. (2016).

AMOC comparison among Free and Assimilation Runs
 Performed by Karspek et al. (2016, included in the Clim. Dyn. Special Issue)
 Member: GECCO, ECMWF, JMA/MRI, SODA (Free and Assim.)
DEPRESIS, ECDA (only Assim.)
 Supported by both OMDP and GSOP members
 Although underestimate of AMOC in free runs are modified in some assimilation
runs, its time-series is less consistent among assimilation runs.

AMOC profile at 26.5ºN

Time series of AMOC transport (26.5ºN, 45ºN)
Assim.

Assim.

Free

Free

Is investigating analysis
increments valuable?
Example in MRI-A (Fujii el al. 2016)
In MRI-A (or MOVE-CORE), the cold
cores are generated by analysis
increments in the Nordic Sea. This lifts
up isopycnal layers in the Nordic Sea
and consequently enhances the Nordic
overflow and the return flow of AMOC.
・Importance of data in the Nordic Sea
・Suggesting a way to improve the model (?)

50-300m Inc. and T
in the assim. run

AMOC profiles at 26.5N
Free Run

Observation
Assim Run

Depth of the 37 σ2 Isopycnal layer and current
on the layer
Free Run

Assim Run

Intercomparison of analysis increments may
give us some physical insights.
GODAE Ocean View DA TT
(GSOP also supports it.)
CONCEPT

GOFS

FOAM

MERCATOR

A similar pattern is identified in comparison of analysis increments (100m T) by Martin et al. 2015.

Improved AMOC time-series in GloSea5
From UK MetOffice GloSea5

Fig b

Jackson et al. Nature Geo. 2016

Fig a

•
•
•
•
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AMOC at 26.6ºN (Fig a)
Note interannual variations and declining trend in the RAPID obs since 2004
Use reanalysis to look back before RAPID
Declining trend in RAPID period was preceded by a period of increase
Reanalysis shows that circulation changes linked to density anomalies
propagating southwards along the western boundary (Fig b)
© Crown copyright Met Office

Observing System Assessment

TAO Array Crisis （2012-2014)
Aug. 2010

Aug. 2013
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TAO/TRITON

TAO

Argo

KA taken off-line

8S-8N
Black: All data
Red: TAO/TRITON
Blue: XBT
Green: Argo

The number of observation data from TAO array is severely reduced after the
retirement of a NOAA’s research vessel (KA).

The La Jolla Workshop and TPOS2020
 To make a reaction for the crisis, a workshop was held in Jan. 2014 in La
Jolla. (www.ioc-goos.org/tpos2020) GSOP supported the workshop.
 Evaluation of the impacts of Tropical Pacific Observing System (TPOS) on
the ocean Data Assimilation systems (Fujii et al. 2015, QJRMS)
 Potential requirements of the TPOS for operational services and
researches are summarized. (See white papers of the workshop)
 NOAA promised to recover TAO buoys to the level before the crisis and the
promise was carried out. However it is a temporary operation.
 The number of TRITON buoys is also being reduced currently.
 The community has to reorganize TPOS to an effective and sustainable
system under the international corporation.

TPOS2020 Project (http://tpos2020.org)
 Co-Chairs: William Kessler (NOAA PMEL) and Neville Smith (Australia)
 The First Report is currently posted for Public Review

Impact on Seasonal Forecast Skill (shown in La Jolla)
NCEP

GFDL

•

RMSE skill for various SST indices at 0-5 month lead (filled bar) and 5-9 month
lead (unfilled bar)

•

RMSE difference normalized by RMSE of ALL:
• noMoor – ALL (red bar) -- impacts of moorings
• noArgo – ALL (green bar) ---> impacts of Argo
• CTL – ALL (blue bar) -- impacts of all in-situ profiles
TAO (red bar) improved RMSE by 10-20 % for ENSO
Argo (green bar) improved RMSE by 5-20% for ENSO

•
•
•

TAO, Argo, XBT together improved RMSE for ENSO, but not for short lead for NCEP
and not for long lead for GFDL, indicating model systematic biases and model
initialization shocks are obstacles to realize possible benefits of ocean observing
systems --- needs to improve models and initialization schemes.

Evaluation of the forecast sensitivities (shown in La Jolla)
Per observation Impacts of T and S on reducing HYCOM 48-hour forecast error
using adjoint method (Pacific Ocean, 16 Sep - 30 Nov 2012)

Per observation impacts of Argo
and fixed buoy arrays for T and S
partitioned by 5˚ latitude bands.

Fixed Buoy = TAO/TRITON array
 Impacts of temperature and salinity from all observing systems are beneficial.
 Most effective data type on a per observation basis are TAO/TRITON array.
 The impact of Argo is comparable to the impact of the moorings in the tropics.
 This result severely depends on the ocean model used for the evaluation.

Real-Time MultiORA Intercomparison (led by Y. Xue, NCEP)
 Proposed in La Jolla for real-time monitoring of impacts of TPOS
 Members: NCEP (GODAS, CFSR), GFDL, ABoM, ECMWF, JMA, NASA, UKMO, MERCATOR
 Results of comparison are opened in near-real time via internet and NCEP Ocean
Briefing. (Updated every month.)
 2ºS-2ºN
Ensemble Spread

 3ºN-8ºN
number of profiles

Ensemble Spread

number of profiles

 The multi-system ensemble spread becomes larger where the number of profiles is small.

Temperature Intercomparison
Led by NCEP

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/GODAS/
multiora_body.html

Salinity Intercomparison
Led by BOM
http://poama.bom.gov.au/project/salt_19812010/

 Information on reliability of analysis fields in real-time
 Ensemble Mean: a reliable estimate

⇒

Useful for forecasters.

from Yan Xue

TPOS2020 M&DA Task Team
 To address favorable design of TPOS and relevant activities from model
and data assimilation perspective.
 Co-Chair: Arun Kummar (NOAA/NCEP), Eric Guilyardi (LOCEAN/IPSL)
 Possible Activities
• To monitor impacts of TPOS in data assimilation systems. (To support
real-time multiORA)
• To assess the design proposed in TPOS2020 (OSE, OSSE, etc.)
• To discuss requirements of wind stress and flux observations for free and
assimilative model simulation.
• To propose field campaign for investigating physics that is not represented
well in current ocean and coupled models in order to reduce model biases.
(e.g., the planetary (ocean-atmosphere) boundary layer, the diurnal variation)
 The activity is clearly relevant to both OMDP and GSOP!!

Evaluation of Satellite Data
AVISO

 Evaluating values of satellite data in ocean/
climate monitoring and forecasting is essential
to establish successive satellite missions.

1 Sat

 Evaluation of satellite altimetry is performed
continuously in several studies.
 Evaluation of other data (SST, SSS, wind
stress, etc.) is also required.

4 Sat

Impact of the number of altimetry satellite on the
representation of the Kuroshio meander by JMA’s
eddy-resolving 4DVAR system

Assimilation of Aquarius SSS affects on 100-m TS
due to the deep mixed layer in winter, and the
influence remains even in summer. Results of
OSE using JMA’s global 3DVAR system.

Nature Run and Synthetic Profiles
 Discussed in OOPC
 Validation of mapping methods and DA systems.
 Designing effective observing systems for
monitoring the global warming
=> Distribution of Deep Argo
=> Required Number of Argo

Synthetic
Profiles

DA
system

Nature
Run

OSSE
Results

Compare
Schematic figure of OSSE

 Also planed in AtlantOS
 “Enhancement” Scenarios (Argo, glider, full depth ship data (GO-SHIP))
 Biogeochemical observing system (e.g., bioArgo)
 Required property of a Nature Run
• Including physical processes in the real world as many as possible
• Higher resolution than DA and mapping systems which will be validated are preferred.
• Similar Statistical property to the real world
• In particular, the model with sufficiently small biases is an indispensable condition.
Possible to collaborate between OMDP and GSOP

Concluding Remarks

Concluding Remarks
 Collaboration of OMDP and GSOP through a common intercomparson
project may be effective.
 Comparison of free and DA runs is useful to investigate effects of DA.
 Investigating direct and indirect corrections by DA may suggest hints for
model improvements.
 Observing system evaluations are conducted under collaboration of GSOP
and GODAE Ocean View OSEval TT, and essential for sustaining
observing systems in a good status (e.g. TPOS2020, satellite missions).
 OOPC and AtlantOS also plans to perform the evaluation. Evaluation for
IndOOS will be necessary.
 Accuracy of the physical model is a vital factor for observing system
evaluation. In particular, a model with small biases is essential.
 Ocean surface data (e.g., wind stress, heat flux) are vital not only for DA
but also for free runs. Assessments of those data are also necessary.
 A nature run is required for generating synthetic profiles. Collaboration with
OMDP for this activity is also favorable.

